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By the rapid increase of the content-oriented applications, storing and distribut-
ing contents become more valuable. As a future of the Internet architecture,
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has a novel feature called in-network caching,
to cache the content in ICN routers. It avoids delivery of the same content many
times in the same path and reduces user-perceived delay, server load, waste of
bandwidth, etc. Recently many algorithms were proposed for the cache place-
ment strategy. One of the traditional cache placement policy is Leave Copy Ev-
erywhere (LCE). LCE caches a copy of data passing through an ICN router. LCE
is not efficient because of cache redundancy. In this work, we propose a new
algorithm called LCD-Based Probabilistic Caching (LBPC). When a data packet is
delivered back to the requester, the first ICN router located closer to the server
caches the content with the highest probability, and the cache probability at each
router decreases along the path. When multiple requests are sent for the same
content, the copy of the content is pushed to the downstream routers hop by
hop. Our simulation work shows LBPC has better performance than In-Network
Probabilistic Caching (ProbCache) LCE, and Leave Copy Down (LCD).
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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
With the advent of Information Centric Networking (ICN) [1]. The network
evolve from a simple point to point communication to a content centric distri-
bution. In the current Internet architecture a user has to specify a host in order
to retrieve the content but in ICN the communication is performed by specify-
ing the name of the requested content. The new data network architecture, ICN,
solves many issues confronting the current Internet architecture such as distri-
bution of popular content , congestion, security etc. There are many proposal of
ICN. One of the main idea contained in ICN is in-network caching.
in-network caching has aroused research interest in these years. There are
many algorithms proposed by researchers in terms of caching the content in ICN
routers and the principle task of in-network caching research is designing an
effective caching strategies to improve the system performance.
In this thesis we propose a new algorithm to cache the most popular contents
at the network edge closer to the user and the less popular content to be cached
to the intermediate routers. By caching the popular contents at the edge net-
work, a lots of Interest packet can be satisfied from the nearest router, which
cause shorter delay for obtaining the content, lower server load, and increase of
available network bandwidth.
Our proposed algorithms can achieve a higher cache hit ratio, lower server
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load and shorter average hop count compared with the current proposed algo-
rithms which will be discuss in chapter. 4 and 5.
1.2 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we give background knowledge
of NDN, one of the most quoted ICN implementation. Chapter 3 introduces ba-
sic idea and design of our proposed caching algorithm, LCD-Based Probabilis-
tic Caching (LBPC) and we compare our proposed algorithm with the existing
proposed algorithms such as ProbCache, LCE, and LCD [11][12]. Chapter 4 fur-
ther develops the idea of LBPC by assigning the higher probability to the edge
network closer to the consumer and producer and compare the the developed
algorithm with LBPC, ProbCache, LCE, and LCD.
3Chapter 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Overview of Named Data Networking
In this section, we give a brief description of NDN architecture [2]. Today’s in-
ternet architecture uses IP addresses for communication and the conversation is
between two machines. IP packets contains two identifiers (addresses) one for
source and the other one for destination host. Unlike today’s internet architec-
ture, NDN communicate by using content name. Fig. 2.1 compares the Internet
and NDN protocol stack. NDN differs from the Internet in terms of strategy and
security which are shown as a new layer in its protocol stack. NDN can take
maximum advantage of multiple connections such as: Ethernet, 3G, Bluetooth
and 802.11. In NDN content secures itself, instead of the connection over which
it travels.
FIGURE 2.1: NDN and IP protocol stack.
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NDN can communicate by exchanging two types of packets: Interest packet
and Data packet as shown in Fig. 2.2 [2]. Both Interest and Data packets carry
the name of the content. ICN routers forward the Interest packet to the producer
(original server) by using the name. When the Interest packet meets the node
which has the requested content, the node returns the Data packet which con-
tains both the name and the content as well as a signature by the producer’s key.
The Data packet is forwarded on the reverse path of the request to get back to
the requester.
FIGURE 2.2: NDN packet types
2.2 NDN Node Data Process Model
NDN routers have three tables: A Forwarding Information Base (FIB), Pending
Interest Table (PIT) and Content Store (CS). FIB defines where to forward the
Interest packet based on content name. PIT is responsible for storing informa-
tion of unsatisfied Interest packets forwarded by this router. The information
includes the names of the contents requested by the pending Interested packets,
and the incoming and outgoing interfaces of the Interest packets. CS holds the
cached Data packets to satisfy the future request. The communication in NDN
is based on the name of the content and neither Interest nor Data packet carries
host information (IP address).
2.2. NDN Node Data Process Model 5
FIGURE 2.3: NDN forwarding process
On arrival of an Interest packet, an NDN router first checks its CS for the
availability of the requested content. If the content does not exist, it checks its PIT.
If no entry for the content name of the Interest packet exists in the PIT, the NDN
router creates an entry with the content name and records the incoming interface
of the Interest packet in the PIT and forward the Interest packet according to the
information in the FIB. If the content name of the Interest packet already exists
in PIT, it means an Interest packet is pending for the same content name. The
incoming interface of the Interest packet is appended to the corresponding PIT
entry and the Interest packet is discarded in this case. If an NDN router receive
multiple packets for the same content name, the router forwards only the first
Interest packet to the upstream router. When a Data packet arrives at an NDN
router, it caches the content in the Content Store depending on the caching policy
of the router. Then it checks the PIT entry if there is a pending Interest for the
same content name or not. If the content name exists, it forwards the Data packet
to all incoming interface stored in the PIT entry for the same content name, and
erase the PIT entry. If not, the Data packet is discarded. The Data packet is
always delivered through the reverse path of the Interest packet. The flow chart
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of basic NDN operation shows in Fig. 2.4.
FIGURE 2.4: Flow chart of basic NDN operations.
2.2.1 Naming
Naming in NDN application is the most important part, and NDN names are
opaque to the network which allows each application to choose the naming
scheme for their needs. There are three naming schemes: flat naming, hier-
archical naming and attribute-based naming, where the NDN design consid-
ered hierarchically structured names. For example, a video produced by UCLA
may have the name /ucla/videos/demo.mpg. This hierarchical structure al-
lows NDN applications to represent the context and relationships of data ele-
ments e.g. the name for segment 3 of version 1 of a UCLA demo video might be
/ucla/videos/demo.mpg/1/3. Flat names likely useful can be accommodated
as a special case in local environments.
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In case of dynamically generated data, consumer must deterministically con-
struct the name for desired data chunk without previously seeing the name or
data. For finding matching data globally or locally, the globally retrieved data
must have globally unique name and local names used for local communica-
tion required local routing. Naming enables support for functionality such as
content distribution, multicast, mobility, and delay tolerant networking. Names-
pace management is not part of the NDN architecture. However, enabling ap-
plication developers or users to design their own namespace for data exchange
has several benefits such as: increasing the closeness of mapping between an ap-
plications data and its use of network; reducing the need for secondary notation
and expanding the range of abstractions available to the developers.
2.3 Data Centric Security
In TCP/IP responsibility for security is left to end points [2]. In contrast, NDN se-
cures the data itself by requiring data producers to cryptographically sign every
data packet. The NDN security model assumes that the users know both content
name and its publisher’s keys, and the publisher signature ensure the integrity
and enables determination of data province. Therefore it allows the users to trust
in data and the location of the data from where and how the data is obtained is
not important anymore.
NDN application can control access to data via encryption and distribute keys
as encrypted in NDN data. Requiring signatures on network routing and control
messages (like any other NDN data) provides a solid foundation for securing
routing protocols against, for example spoofing and tampering. NDN using both
multi path and adaptive forwarding strategy model, decreases prefix hijacking
because NDN routers can detect anomalies caused by hijacks and retrieve data
through alternative paths [3]. Since NDN packets reference content rather than
devices, it is trickier tomaliciously target a particular device, althoughmitigation
mechanisms will be needed against other NDN- specific attacks, for example,
Interest flooding DoS [4].
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2.4 Routing and Forwarding
In NDN the routing and forwarding is based on names. In contrast to IP, NDN
eliminates three problems caused by addresses in IP architecture such as: ad-
dress space exhaustion, NAT traversal, and address management. With un-
bound namespace, there is no address exhaustion. There is no NAT traversal
problem since NDN does away with addresses, public or private, and address
assignment and management is no longer required in local networks [2].
NDN can use conventional routing algorithm such as link state and distance
vector. NDN routers announcing name prefixes instead of IP prefixes and the
routing protocol propagates these announcements across the network, inform-
ing each routers construction of its own FIB. PIT is responsible for recording each
pending interest with its incoming interface(s). In the case of receiving match-
ing data to the router or a time out occurs, PIT removes the pending interest
packet. In the FIB Based on information and performance measurement, for-
warding strategy modules in each router makes decision on which interest to be
forwarded to which interfaces, how many unsatisfied interests to be allowed in
PIT, the relative priority of different interests, load balancing interest forward-
ing among multiple interfaces, and choosing alternative paths to avoid detected
failures [2]. If the router decides that the interest cannot be satisfied, there is no
forwarding entry happens in FIB, or extreme congestion occurs. The router can
send a NACK to its downstream neighbor node that transmitted the interest to
forward to other interfaces to explore alternative paths. The PIT enable routers
to identify and discard looping packets, it allows them to use multiple paths to-
ward the same data producer.
There are some valuable purposes served by PIT, such as: support multicast
delivery, because PIT records the set of interfaces over which the interest for the
same name data arrived, traffic load can be controlled. Since each interest re-
trieves at most one data delivery, by controlling the number of pending interests
occurred flow balance, router can control the traffic load. The number of PIT en-
tries shows the router load. By constraining the size, DDoS attack can be limited.
PIT entry time out offers cheap attack detection.
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2.5 In-Network Storage
NDN routers have a storage. It can be used to cache the popular content to reuse
for future incoming Interest. By caching content in NDN routers a significant
content delivery delay will be reduced, and content distribution be efficiently
achieved. In today’s Internet architecture, IP routers are not able to reuse the
content after forwarding the content to the requesting party, while NDN routers
can. In NDN for static files, NDN achieves optimal data delivery. Also dynamic
content can benefit from caching in the case of multicast (e.g, realtime video con-
ferencing) or transmission after a packet loss.
In addition to Content Store, NDN architecture support Repository, a more
persistent and larger-volume in-network storage. These services are able to sup-
port services similar to Content Delivery Networks (CDN), without engineering
them as an application layer to make them work [2].
2.6 Cache Replacement
For efficiency of caching, cache replacement policies play an important role, be-
cause the ICN router cache is limited and cannot hold all the content inside the
cache. To have some space for new content, cache replacement is required. There
are different cache replacement policies. One of the most used and popular pol-
icy is Least Recently Used (LRU). This policy removes the least recently used
contents from a cache when the cache becomes full [5].
LRU policy is based on the locality of reference seen in request stream which
characterizes the future access from the past. There are two types of locality:
temporal and spatial. LRU replacement policy considers temporal locality as
its main factor; if some contents are recently accessed, the same contents are
expected to be accessed again soon in the future. Spatial locality references to
some contents which can be nearby reference for other contents in the future. In
LRU replacement policy, new incoming requests are inserted at the head of the
list, and replacement policy takes place from the end of the list.
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LCD-Based Probabilistic Caching
3.1 Introduction
Today’s Internet architecture reveals its inefficiency by the rapid popularization
of content-oriented applications like Facebook, YouTube, real-time video stream-
ing, etc. These services deliver a significant amount of data which may cause
a long delay for obtaining the content. Cisco Visual Networking Index: Fore-
cast and Methodology 2015 - in the 2020, forecasts that IP video traffic will in-
crease globally to 82 percent of all internet traffic by 2020 [7]. Virtual-reality
traffic quadrupled in 2015, from 4.2PB per month in 2014 to 17.9PB per month in
2015. It will increase 61-fold between 2015-2020.
By the tremendous growth of video in the Internet and increasing demands
for data access, the question arises on how to efficiently store and distribute these
large contents while many end users request the same contents at the same time
according to their popularity. The requested contents will repeatedly be trans-
mitted from the servers to the user. It is a waste of bandwidth and increases
the user-perceived delay of content delivery. As a future of the Internet archi-
tecture, Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has a distinctive feature called
in-network caching [8][17]. There are many proposals of ICN. Named Data Net-
working (NDN) is one of themost frequently quoted ICN system at this moment.
In NDN, a content is requested using an Interest packet the server will return the
content with a Data packet. By caching the Data packet in NDN routers, a subse-
quent request for the same content needs no longer to traverse the network to the
host servers but can easily find the content from a closer NDN router. Therefore,
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a significant amount of redundant traffic load can be saved.
Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE) strategy for cache placement and Least Recently
Used (LRU) for cache replacement are frequently used cache policies [6][18]. In
LCE, when a user sends an Interest packet for a content and the content is deliv-
ered, a copy of the content will be cached in all intermediate routers. LCE caches
many content replicas with every request for the content. Thus, there will be a
significant reduction of server load and increase of cache hit if each router has
enough amount of cache. Cache storage is limited, however, and LCE causes
frequent cache replacement. Leave Copy Down (LCD) and Move Copy Down
(MCD) are other cache placement policies. When a user sends an Interest packet,
and cache hit occurs, the content will be cached only in the neighbor downstream
node. LCD pushes a copy of the content one hop closer to the client after each
cache hit [6]. Also in MCD once a cache hit occurs the content is cached only at
the neighbor downstream router. MCD deletes the cached content after the hit
while LCD does not.
For efficiency of caching, cache replacement policies play an important role.
Cache replacement is required to have space for new content because the cache
storage in an ICN router is limited. There are different cache replacement poli-
cies. One of the most used and popular policy is Least Recently Used (LRU). This
policy removes the least recently used contents from a cache when the cache be-
comes full. A popular content is usually demanded more than a least popular
content in the network [5][9]. Least Frequently Used (LFU) strategy uses the
frequency of request. LFU removes the least frequently requested contents [9].
First-In First-Out (FIFO) strategy chooses that the oldest content as the one to
be removed. It considers the content that entered to cache first will not be used
again soon, and removes this content without care about how often or howmany
times it was accessed before [5][9].
In this Chapter, we propose LCD-Based Probabilistic Caching (LBPC), which
aims to increase the performance of in-network caching. The goal of LBPC is to
cache popular data at the network edge and avoid unpopular data to be cached
in the network. To achieve our goal, LBPC caches the content with the highest
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probability at the first hop from the server. When a consumer sends an Interest
packet for a content for the first time, the first hop router caches the content with
a probability of one and cache probability decreased hop by hop. If the same con-
tent is requested multiple times, the content is pushed hop by hop towards the
user, which can guarantee the popular content are cached in ICN router located
closer to the user. The simulation result shows that proposed LBPC can achieve
higher cache hit rates compared with ProbCache, LCE and LCD.
3.2 Related Works
There are several studies regarding cache placement strategies for ICN. One of
the cache placement policy is ProbCache [11]. This approach approximates the
caching capability by considering the cache capacity of ICN routers and the dis-
tance from the content server, and caches contents probabilistically on the path.
In another work authors proposed HPC [13]. In this policy, each ICN router
caches the content probabilistically that is inversely proportional to its distance
from data source based on the number of hops and the residence time of cached
content.
In both probabilistic strategies, there is a risk that unpopular contents might
be cached redundantly in place of popular contents in ICN routers located closer
to the user.
In [14] the authors proposed MPC. It counts the number of requests for each
content in every ICN router. The router stores the content name and request
count into Popularity Table. When a request count hits the Popularity Threshold,
the content name is tagged as popular content, and the router sends a suggestion
for neighbor routers to cache the content. As the popularity of a content can
decrease with time after the suggestion, the popularity count is reset by Reset
Value to prevent flooding of the same content for the neighbor node.
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In [15] the authors proposed WAVE. At the first request, it divides the con-
tent into chunks and distributes content chunks towards the requester by con-
sidering the popularity of the content. When the popularity of the content in-
creases, WAVE exponentially enhances the number of chunks to be cached. Up-
stream routers mark the data packet and suggest its downstream routers cache
the chunk. If the downstream router cannot cache, it leaves for another down-
stream router to cache. Therefore, caching in WAVE does not consider the cache
capacity. It prominent in high-level of cache replication near to the producer.
In [16] the authors proposed Centrality-Based Caching. It measures the num-
ber of times a router lies on the content delivery path between all the routers
in the network and the server with the content. When a router lies with a high
number of times on the delivery paths, then it caches. This approach can increase
the performance, but the popularity of the content is not considered. In addition,
it emphasize particular routers in the network while the cache capacity of others
remains unused.
In [17] the authors proposed Congestion-Aware Cachingwhere each ICN router
uses a utility function to approximate the value of caching. Whenever a data
packet passes through a router, the router calculates the utility value for the con-
tent in the data packet. When the utility is higher than any utility values for the
contents stored in the cache at the router, the arriving content replaces the one
with the lowest utility value.
The authors of [18] proposed CGTIN. In this approach, each user get the flow
rate (content request rate) of all nodes on a content delivery path and computes
the importance of each node according to the number of requests each node re-
ceived. When a user sends an Interest packet, the Interest packet records the
nodes importance of content delivery path. The importance of the routers are
inserted into the header of Interest packet and when producers respond to the
Interest packet with a Data packet the importance of routers is copied into the
Data packet. After delivery of the content when a cache hit occurs in the inter-
mediate router, which is the most important router, whose request rate is high,
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this content will be marked as recently used and not cached at other nodes. Oth-
erwise, if the router is not the most important one, the content will be removed
from this router and pushes this content for one level to the downstream routers
to cache at a node which just more important node.
3.3 LCD-Based Probabilistic Caching Model
3.3.1 SystemModel
EachNDN routerRi has a certain limited cache capacityCi.When a user requests
a content, the user sends an Interest packet and the original source of the content
or a router caching the requested content responds by replying a Data packet.
The routers on the path of the Data packet are located at a certain distance i
from the source in terms of the number of hops. Let us name the router Ri that is
located i hops away from the source.
The routerRd with the number of hops d from the source on the path of a Data
packet caches the Data packet with probability P (d). When a cache is full, the
room for additional content to be cached is created by LRU cache replacement
policy. How to compute P (d) is discussed in the next section.
3.3.2 Probability Calculation in LBPC
The total cache capacity of the path from the source of a content to router Rd is
∑
Rii∈Φd
Ci
where Φd is the set of routers on the path from the source to router Rd. The value
d can be counted by adding a field to count the number of hops in the header of
Data packet. P (d) is calculated in every router Rd that the content pass through.
Each NDN router increases the value of the hop count field. P (d) is defined as
P (d) =
Cd∑
Rii∈Φd Ci × d
(3.1)
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As the value d increases, P (d) decreases.
When the requested content is found in the cache of a router, the hop count
field in Data packet is set to zero. The rationale behind this decision is as fol-
lows. When there are many requests for the same content, which means high
popularity of the content, it is better to push that content closer to the consumer.
FIGURE 3.1: Linear Topology
For better understanding of the equation 3.1, let us use the example network
shown in Fig. 3.1. User 1 sends an Interest packet to retrieve a content held
by the server. If there is no content cached in routers on the path, the requests
are forwarded to the server. The server responds to the Interest packets with
a Data packet. When the Data packet arrives at R7, R7 caches the data with
100 % probability as calculated by the equation 3.1, and the cache probability
is decreased to (25%, 11%, 6%) in R6, R5, and R4, respectively. When User 2
sends another Interest packet for the same content, R7 acts as a server of the
requested content andR6 caches the content with 100% probability, and the cache
probability decreases in the next hops.
TABLE 3.1: LCD-Based Probabilistic Caching Notation
SYMBOL MEANING
Ci Cache capacity of the (Ri).
d Distance from the content source to Ri.
Suppose there are many requests sent for the same content. The content is
pushed to the network edge which is located closer to the users and eventually
R1 caches the content with 100% probability.
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3.4 Performance Evaluation
3.4.1 Simulation Set-up
We simulated our algorithm using ndnSIM 2.1 simulator [19]. We compared our
proposed algorithm against ProbCache, LCE, and LCD. We used a tree topology
shown in Table. 3.2 with 10Mbps link bandwidth and 1ms link delay for our sim-
ulation; there are 16 consumers (users), one producer (server), and seven routers.
Each consumer sends 4 Interest packet/sec. User requests follow Zipf distribu-
tion with α=0.7. The total number of contents in the network is set to 1000 con-
tents. Every NDN router caches the incoming content with the calculated prob-
ability. We investigate the cache system performance at different cache memory
sizes of 0.5%, 5%, 10%, and 15% of the total number of contents. We simulated
our algorithm for 20min.
TABLE 3.2: Simulation Parameters
PARAMETERS VALUE’S
Total request rate 64 pkt/sec
Total number of contents in the network 1000 packets
Cache memory size of the router 5, 10, 15 (%)
Simulation Time 20min
3.4.2 Simulation Result
For evaluation, we calculated Cache Hit Ratio and Server Load. Fig. 3.3 shows
the simulation result of cache hit ratio. Leaf level routers in Fig. 3.2 have cache
capacity of 15% of the total contents, rtr-1, and rtr-2 have cache capacity of 10%,
and rtr-0 has cache capacity of 5%. After 20min of simulation, the result shows
LBPC has better performance with 42% cache hit ratio at leaf routers, compared
with cache hit ratios of ProbCache, LCE and LCD which are 36.08%, 35.17%, and
34.56%, respectively.
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FIGURE 3.2: Tree Topology.
Fig. 3.4 shows the result of cache hit ratio, where leaf level nodes have cache
capacity of 5%, rtr-1, and rtr-2 have cache capacity of 10%, and rtr-0 has cache
capacity of 15%. The result shows LBPC has higher cache hit ratio 25% at leaf
routers, compare with ProbCache, LCE, and LCD which are 17.41%, 16.13%, and
11.38% respectively. In intermediate nodes rtr1 and rtr2, LCD has better perfor-
mance compare with LBPC, ProbCache, LCE and LCD policies.
Fig. 3.5 shows the result of cache hit ratio when leaf nodes, the intermediate
nodes and rtr-0 have cache memory size of 5%, 15%, and 10% of the total number
of contents respectively. The simulation result shows LBPC has average cache hit
ratio of 25% in leaf routers, compare with the cache hit ratios ProbCache, LCE,
and LCD which are 17%, 16%, and 11%. respectively.
The result in Fig. 3.3 shows that with larger cache memory size at leaf routers,
more requests are satisfied at leaf routers. While, smaller cache memory at leaf
routers has less cache hit performance as shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5. More-
over, LBPC pushes the popular content faster to the edge routers, most popular
contents are cached at the edge which accounts for most of the cache hits; less
popular contents might be cached at intermediate routers far away from con-
sumers.
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In the case of small cache memory size allocation at intermediate routers, leaf
routers, the intermediate routers, and rtr-0 have cache memory size of 15%, 0.5%,
and 15% of the total number of contents, respectively. Only in this cache memory
size allocation shown in Fig. 3.6, LBPC had lower cache hit with 32% compared
with cache hit ratios of ProbCache, LCE, and LCD which are 36%, 35% and 35%,
respectively at leaf routers. LBPC is based on LCD. Because of small cache mem-
ory size assigned in intermediate routers, most of the popular content cannot
be cached at intermediate nodes to push these contents to the routers which are
closer to the consumer. Therefore, cache hit ratio in LBPC is decreased. However,
LBPC has better performance of total cache hit ratio in the network compare with
ProbCache, LCE and LCD.
In Fig. 3.7 the graph shows server loadwith different cachememory sizes. The
leaf routers, the intermediate routers, and rtr-0 have cache memory size of 15%,
10%, and 5%, respectively. LBPC causes lower server load than ProbCache, LCE,
and LCD.
For other cachememory size allocation, LBPC also lowers server load as shown
in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 except for the case where the intermediate routers are as-
signed the cache capacity of 0.5% of the total contents as shown in Fig. 3.10. Our
simulation result in Fig. 3.10 shows ProbCache, LCE and LCD has less server
load against LBPC.
Fig. 3.11 shows the result of average hop count with cache memory size of the
leaf routers, the intermediate routers, and rtr-0 15%, 10%, and 5%, respectively.
The simulation result shows LBPC has shorter average hop count of 2.61compare
with ProbCache, LCE and LCD where the average hop counts are 2.81, 2.83, and
2.86.
For other cache allocation, LBPC results shorter average hop counts than Prob-
Cache, LCE, and LCD as shown in Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 except for the case where
the intermediate routers (rtr-1, rtr-2) have cache capacity 0.5%, the leaf routers
have cache memory size of 15%, and the rtr-0 node has cache memory size of
15%. Our simulation result shown in Fig. 3.14 shows ProbCache, LCE and LCD
has shorter average hop counts of 2.83 compare with LBPC, LCD, ProbCache and
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HPC where the average hop counts are 2.89, 2.94, 4, 4, respectively.
Because LBPC caches more popular contents at the network edge as shown in
Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.4, and Fig. 3.6, more requests are satisfied at leaf routers and sub
sequent requests for the same content needs no longer to traverse the network
to the host server. Therefore, LBPC has better performance with a significant
reduction of server load and shorter average hop count. In the case of small cache
memory size allocation at intermediate routers shown in Fig. 3.10, the cache hit
ratio is decreased in LBPC. it affects the performance of server load and hop
count as well. ProbCache, LCE and LCD have more reduction of server load and
shorter average hop count compares with LBPC.
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FIGURE 3.3: Cache hit ratio with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 10%, 5%)
FIGURE 3.4: Cache hit ratio with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (5%, 10%, 15%)
FIGURE 3.5: Cache hit ratio with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (5%, 15%, 10%)
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FIGURE 3.6: Cache hit ratio with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 0.5%, 15%)
FIGURE 3.7: Server load different with Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 10%, 5%)
FIGURE 3.8: Server load with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (5%, 10%, 15%)
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FIGURE 3.9: Server load with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (5%, 15%, 10%)
FIGURE 3.10: Server load with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 0.5%, 15%)
FIGURE 3.11: Hop Count with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 10%, 5%)
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FIGURE 3.12: Hop count with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (5%, 10%, 15%)
FIGURE 3.13: Hop count with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (5%, 15%, 10%)
FIGURE 3.14: Hop count with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 0.5%, 15%)
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Chapter 4
LCD-Based Probabilistic Edge
Caching
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we try to solve the cache problems that occurred in Chapter 3. In
the case of small cache memory size allocation at intermediate routers, LBPC has
less cache hit ratio compared with existing proposed algorithms such as Prob-
Cache, LCE, and LCD.
For improving the LBPC, we propose a new cache scheme, named as LCD-
Based Probabilistic Edge Caching (LBPEC). LBPEC has higher cache hit ratio to ef-
ficiently reduce server load and hop count. LBPEC caches the content with the
highest probability at the two end routers which are located closer to the server
and user. when a requested content send for the first time, the first hop router
closer to the server and user caches the content with a probability of one.
The simulation result shows that proposed LBPEC can achieve higher cache
hit rates compared with LBPC, ProbCache, LCE, and LCD.
4.2 LCD-Based Probabilistic Edge Caching Model
4.2.1 SystemModel
Each NDN router i has a certain limited cache capacity Ci.When a user requests
a content, the user sends an Interest packet and the original source of the content
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or a router caching the requested content responds by replying a Data packet.
Where c is the number of hops of the path, the value c can be counted by
adding a field to count the number of hops in the header of Interest packet. d
is the number of hop from producer. The notation is summarized in Table. 4.1.
When the server responds to the Interest packet with a Data packet, c value re-
main as fixed value, while d value is increased hop by hop.
The router i caches the Data packet with probability P (d). How to compute
P (d) is discussed in the next section.
4.2.2 Probability Calculation in LBPEC
Each router along the path caches the content with probability P (d), depending
on the value c and d. The calculation of P (d) is defined as
P (d) =
Cd × c∑c−(d−1)
i=1 Ci × d
(4.1)
For better understanding of the equation, lets assume User-1 and User-2 in
Fig. 4.1 sending an Interest packet to retrieve the content, if there is no cached
content in any router, the number of hops in the path is c = 7. When server
respond the Interest packet with Data packet, the value of d = 1 initially, and
hop by hop d value is increasing. The probability density function graph of the
equation 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.2.
FIGURE 4.1: Linear Topology
When the requested content is found in the cache of a router, the router acts
as a server and d value is set to one. c value is replaced by that of the Interest
packet. In this way, if there are many requests for the same content, which means
high popularity of the content, it push that content closer to the consumer.
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FIGURE 4.2: Probability density function graph
TABLE 4.1: LCD-Based Probabilistic Edge Caching Notation
SYMBOL MEANING
Ci Cache capacity of the (Ri).
c Hop distance from the consumer.
d Hop distance from the server.
Suppose there are many requests sent for the same content. The content is
pushed to the network edge which is located closer to the users.
4.3 Performance Evaluation
4.3.1 Simulation Set-up
We simulated our algorithm using ndnSIM 2.1 simulator [19]. We compared our
proposed algorithm against the previous work LBPC [15], ProbCache, LCE, and
LCD. We used a tree topology shown in Fig. 4.3 with 10Mbps link bandwidth and
1ms link delay for our simulation; there are 16 consumers (users), one producer
(server), and seven routers. Each consumer sends 4 Interest packet/sec. User
requests follow Zipf distribution with α=0.7. The total number of contents in the
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network is set to 1000 contents. Every NDN router caches the incoming content
with the calculated probability. We investigate the cache system performance at
different cache memory sizes of 0.5% and 15% of the total number of contents.
We simulated our algorithm for 20min.
FIGURE 4.3: Tree Topology
4.3.2 Simulation Result
For evaluation, we calculated Cache Hit Ratio, Server Load and Hop Count. Fig. 4.4
shows the simulation result of cache hit ratio. Leaf level routers in Fig. 4.3 have
cache capacity of 15% of the total contents, rtr-1, and rtr-2 have cache capacity
of 5%, and rtr-0 has cache capacity of 15%. After 20min of simulation, the result
shows LBPEC has better performance with 39% cache hit ratio in leaf routers
compared with cache hit ratios of LBPC, ProbCache, LCE, and LCD which are
32%, 36%, 35%, and 35%, respectively.
In Fig. 4.5 the graph shows server loadwith different cachememory sizes. The
leaf routers, the intermediate routers, and rtr-0 have cache memory size of 15%,
0.5%, and 15%, respectively. LBPEC has better performance compare with LBPC,
ProbCache, LCE, and LCD.
Fig. 4.6 shows the result of average hop count with cache memory size of the
leaf nodes, the intermediate nodes, and rtr-0 15%, 0.5%, and 15%. respectively.
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FIGURE 4.4: Cache hit ratio with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 0.5%, 15%)
FIGURE 4.5: Server load with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 0.5%, 15%)
The simulation result shows LBPEC has shorter average hop count of 2.69 com-
pare with LBPC, ProbCache, LCE and LCD where the average hop counts are
2.89, 2.83, 2.86, and 2.94.
In the case of small cachememory size allocation at intermediate routers LBPC
[20] has lower cache hit ratio. While, LBPEC caches the content with higher
probability at the edge network closer to the consumer and server, it pushes the
popular content faster to the edge routers, most popular contents are cached at
the edge which accounts for most of the cache hits; less popular contents might
be cached at intermediate routers far away from consumers. It is because cache
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FIGURE 4.6: Hop count with different Cache Memory size of
routers. leafs, rtr-1,2, rtr-0 (15%, 0.5%, 15%)
memory size of the router has relation with probability allocation, because the
cache memory size in leaf level routers are higher compare with intermediate
routers and LBPEC has higher probability allocation at the edge nodes, therefore,
the performance of LBPEC is better compare with other proposed algorithms.
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Conclusion
In NDN, there are different research topics. In this thesis we focus on in-network
caching. Where, ICN routers are able to cache the content to satisfy the requested
content from nearest router. There are many algorithms proposed for cache
placement policy such as ProbCache, LCE, and LCD, We developed a new algo-
rithm called LCD-Based Probabilistic Caching in Chapter 3, which caches con-
tents with the highest probability when the router is located near to the server.
After receiving multiple requests for the same content, the content is pushed
near to the user hop by hop. The simulation result shows good performance of
LCD-Based Probabilistic Caching compare with ProbCache, LCE, and LCD.
In Chapter 4 we developed LCD-Based Probabilistic Edge Caching (LBPEC)
to solve the cache problems that occurred in Chapter 3. LBPEC cache the content
with higher probability at two edge routers which are located closer to the user
and server. In the case of small cache memory size allocation at intermediate
nodes LBPC has lower cache hit ratio compare with existing algorithms such
as ProbCache, LCE, and LCD. While LBPEC cache hit is increased compare with
others. It is because cachememory size of the router has relation with probability
allocation, because the cache memory size in leaf level nodes are higher compare
with intermediate nodes, if we have higher probability allocation at leaf level
nodes, the cache hit performance is increased.
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